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Senior Judges Report
Name of Track

Ajax Downs

Ajax

Date

Monday, 21 Oct 2019

Post Time

Weather

Race 1 - 10: Partly Cloudy (Temp: 16 deg. C)

Track Condition

Race 1 - 10: Fast

No of Races

10

Mutual Handle

$78,121. Total refunds $5,518.

Contact
Vet

Paddock
Meeting

Number of
qualifying races

Y

Track
Maintenance Meeting

Senior Judge

Associate Judge

Platts, Fenton

Stiff, Allan

12:58

Total Entries

Investigator
Visit

Outgoing Senior
Judge Update

Associate Judge

Report on day’s events:

(Accidents, claims, fines and/or suspensions, objections and/or disqualifications, refunds and any other pertinent incidents) ….

Office:
AGCO personnel here today to introduce some administrative changes with
Association and Horseman group Officials, coming to racing next year, concussion
protocol, urging changes and iAGCO licensing
Spoke with the Jockeys about those changes as well. Will have a detailed paddock
meeting next spring to implement the concussion protocol and the changes to the
urging policy.
The Stand:
74 in to go
Timer and radio checks completed
Race 1, #3 Day Rate off a step slow, rest ok
Race 2, #3 Unceremoniously bore in at start, #6 Miss Ought to go Now bore in midstretch towards #4, rest ok.
Race 3, Stewards Inquiry, #3 Heros Return reared at start, is on a flipping halter
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pulling the gate stall doors closed, complete refund ordered due to an unfair start,
$4,403. #5 Ibeeababybee and #6 Hanover Hill Chelsee both bore out at start.
Inquiry Video: https://youtu.be/fMSqCGLYKCc
Race 4, #6 Phil Jefferson bore out at start, #5 Caraways Zoomin First bore in at
start, rest ok. Norman Lloyd Desouza excused off his mounts for the remainder of
the day.
Race 5, Stewards Inquiry, Jockey claim of foul, #3, E. Walton, 8th on #4 C. Spataro,
2nd and #4, C. Spataro on #5, S. Jackson, 3rd as a result of the fact he felt #5
bothered him at start creating a chain reaction. Upon review. Front tower and pan
shots, #5 instigates the occurrence from the start as his horse comes in and #4
goes down to #3. #5 was 3rd placed 8th.
Inquiry video: https://youtu.be/htNO4D2Mwck
Race 6, clear.
Race 7, #3 The Last Fly, does go out at start, #4 is a step slow but also goes out at
the break, rest ok
Race 8, #3, Gatlinberg and #5 Shake it Twice off slow, rest ok
Race 9, #3 I Think Icon, bore out to the #4, Eyesa Dexter at start, #4 prevailed, rest
ok
Race 10, #3 Grabin Awards was a late Steward scratch, no rider available. 31
Peves braveheart off a step slow, rest ok

